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Alaska's famous furry citizens, the dogs of the Iditarod Sled Dog Race, are the most athletic canines

in the world. From puppyhood to first days in the harness, from championship runs across a

thousand miles of snow to years of pampered retirement, these spectacular dogs are indeed man's

(and woman's) best friends.
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Being partial to sled dogs myself (I am owned by two) I very much enjoyed leafing through this

book. I actually bought it as a gift for my brother who adopted an Alaskan Husky last year, but I may

have to buy another copy for myself!Good portraits of the various types of dogs which nowadays

run this intense and challenging race. The photos and text give you a glimpse into the world of sled

dog racing, yet the book also shows the "gentler" and "calmer" side of these magnificent animals

(lets enjoy the quiet times, as we know, calm or slow is not really an important part of their

vocabulary!).If you love sled dogs, get this book, it is worth it.

Filled from cover to cover with glorious full-color photographs, Dogs Of The Iditarod by

Anchorage-based professional photographer Jeff Schultz celebrates the canine participants in

Alaska's famous Iditarod Sled Dog Race. These dogs' athletic endeavors, their incredible

endurance, and their very special bonding with their owners are all showcased in this fantastically

visual and highly recommended read for dog lovers everywhere.



Great photos of the amazing Huskies in their glory, doing what they love most. These are incredible

dogs and Jeff has a magic way with his camera to capture both them and the incomparable setting

in Alaska where they live and run. While .a newcomer to sled dog racing may not learn a lot about

the sport, aficionados will enjoy every shot and the brief narrative and captions. Jeff has been the

official photographer for the Iditarod for a number of years and this book clearly reveals why.

The photographs in this book are stunning. The bond between musher and dogs is presented and

appreciated and the dogs are presented as courageous, determined, and intelligent. Readers who

enjoyed this book may also enjoy Ordinary Dogs Extraordinary Friendships.Ordinary Dogs,

Extraordinary Friendships: Stories of Loyalty, Courage, and Compassion

This not a serious book, but shows the dogs at various stages of the Iditarod. Fantastic pictures of

these dogs who are ready to run any time...Dogs of the Iditarod

It was a beautiful book about amazing dogs. I certainly enjoyed it. When I was in Alaska, I was able

to take a ridein a sled with wheels. The dogs love running, they get so excited. And after the ride,

we got to pet them. Very lovinganimals. The book and the photographs were lovely.

I ordered this book for my 8 year old grand dughter, who was studying the Iditarod in school. she

loved the book and even developed a board game to go with it! It was very inspirational for her, and

her 6 year old sister loved the pictures.

This is a GREAT BOOK to use during the Iditarod, or any unit about dogs! Tons of pictures and lots

of information about the dogs that participate in the Iditarod Sled Dog Race. Highly recommended!
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